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THE FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION OF SECOND ORDER ELLIPTIC 
PROBLEMS WITH THE NEWTON BOUNDARY CONDITION 
LIBOR CERMAK 
(Received July 7, 1982) 
The majority of elliptic model problems for which the convergence of the finite 
element method has been analysed is restricted to homogeneous Dirichlet problems 
(see e.g. [1], [2], [6], [10], [ll])« There are only a few exceptions when other 
boundary conditions have been treated (see e.g. [8], [9], [12]). Zenisek [12] studied 
the 2-nd order 2-dimensional elliptic problem with nonhomogeneous Dirichlet, 
Neumann as well as Newton boundary conditions and analysed the convergence 
in the H1 norm. 
In this paper the convergence in both the Hl and L2 norms for the 2-nd order 
elliptic problem in the ^-dimensional Euclidean space (n ^ 2) with the Newton 
boundary condition is analysed. The discretisation is carried out by means of 
k-regular simplicial isoparametric finite elements (see [ l ] , [2]). In Section 1 the 
k-regular triangulation is introduced and some properties of the finite element space 
are established. In Section 2 the problem and its approximate solution are defined 
and in Section 3 the convergence results are obtained. 
The technique of proofs used in this paper is similar to that of Ciarlet and Raviart 
[2] and Nedoma [5], [6]. 
1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT SPACE. NOTATION 
We consider the k-regular family {K}h of simplicial isoparametric finite elements K 
introduced by Ciarlet and Raviart [2]. First of all, we are given 
Nk 
(a) A set ZK = (J |^/,K} of NK distinct points from R" such that its convex hullK is a 
i=\ 
unit n-ssmplex. L. 
(b) A finite dimensional space P^ of functions defined on K with dim PK — NK 
such that IK is r\-unisolvent. We suppose PK cz C
fc+1(Kj, PK ID P„(l). Here 
for any integers r §; 0, 5 g: 1, Ps(r) is the space of all polynomials of degree rgr 
in s variables xu ..., xs. 
Nk 
(c) A set IK = IJ {aiK} of NK distinct points from R
n. 
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Then the simplicial finite element K e {K}h is the image of the set K through the unique 
mapping FK : K -> R
n which satisfies 
FK e (PKT , ^K(«/,K) = aitK VahK c IK . 
We suppose 
(d) F ôr all /?, the mapping FK is a C
k + l — diffeomorphism and there exist constants 
ch i = 0, . . . , k -I- 1, independent of /?, such that for all h: 
(1.1) . sup max |Da Fx(x)| g q/V, 1 ^ / g fc + 1 , 
Jce K | a | = / 
(1.2) 0 < c0h" S \JK(*)\ , 
where a = (a l3 ..., a„), |a| = a t + ... + a,, and JK(x) is the Jacobian of the 
mapping FK at the point x e K. 
From1 (1.1) we immediately obtain 
(1.3) \JK(X)\ Sch", 
where c is a constant independent of h. Every element K is associated with the finite 
dimensional space PK(dim PK = Nx) of functions 
. (1.4) PK = \pK | K - R, pK = PK(FK% VPK e PK} . 
The K-interpolate nKu of a given function u : K -» R is the unique function which 
satisfies 
(1.5) TTXW. G Px , 7iKu(a(yK) = ii(fl„x) VO/j/c e IK . 
For a k-regular family {K}/? of finite elements the following interpolation theorem is 
true (see Ciarlet and Raviait [2], Theorem 2, p. 429). 
Lemma 1.1. (the interpolation theorem). Let a k-regular family {K}h of simpli-
N cial elements such that Pn(k) a PK be given. Then there exists a constant c in-
dependent of h such that for any integers i, 5 with 0 ^ i ^ s ^ k + 1, for any 
Ke {K}h and for any function u e W
s,p(&) with p ^ 1, ps > «, we have 
(]-6) |u ~ KKu\i,p,K ^ ^ " ' H U P . K . D 
We are using the usual notation: 
WS,P(A) = {w | D*u e L,,(A), V|a| ^ 5} is the Sobolev space with the norm defined 
for, 1 ^ p < 00 by 
HS,P,A = dnipj11" where \v\t,PtA = f I f l ^ d x Y ' " , 
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and for p = oo by 
\\V\\S,OO,A = max \v\ita0tA where \v\itO0,A = max ess sup |D
a v(x)| . 
O^i^s \a\ = i xeA 
Evidently W°>P(A) = LP(A). 
As usual we denote H°(A) = W2(A), | |-| | -M = | - | | s , 2 ^ |-|SjX = \-\s>2>A. The 
scalar product in the space HS(A) is denoted by (•, *)StA. 
Now we define the k-regular family {S}^ of surface simplicial isoparametric finite 
elements S induced by the family {K}^. We introduce the notation x = (x1? . . . 
..., xn_1? $„) = (x', x,t). Let S be one of the n + 1 surface (n — l)-simplexes of the 
unit simplex K. Particularly, we will consider the simplex S = K n {xn = 0}. We 
can suppose that diK e S for i = 1, ..., Ns. If we denote d'iS = aiK, i = 1, ..., Ns, 
* s 
we define ls = (J {a,'?s}- V
et u s denote by Ps the restriction of PK to S. Evidently 
Ps cz C*
 + 1(S), Ps => Pn-i(
1)- Further we denote by Fs the restriction of FK to S, 
so that Fs(x') = FK(x\ 0) for x' e S. Let us suppose that the set Zs is Ps-unisolvent. 
Then we define the surface simplicial finite element S as the image of the set S 
through the mapping Fs. We define aiS = Fs(d'{ s ) , Is = \J {ai>s}. From ( l . l ) it 
i= 1 
follows that for all h 
(1.7) sup max |Da ' Fs(x')\ = cth\ i = 1, ..., k + 1 , 
jc'eS la ' | = i 
where a' = (a l9 ..., an_j), |a'| = a t + ... + a,,-i. 
For x e S we define the function 
(•-) j*Hfv 
dS(x) 
where dS(x) and dS(x) are elements of the surfaces S and S, respectively. Evidently 
dS(x) == dx'. In the sequel we will denote Js(*\ 0) by Js(x')- Since by the definition 
of dS(x), 
dS(x)-=(i|j^>(x\0)|2)1/2dx', 
i = i 
we obtain 
(i.9j js(x') = (i\jrv,o)\y
2, 
i = i 
where JK
Un) are the cofactors of JK. From (1.9) and ( l . l ) we get 
(1.10) \Js(x')\ ^ ch'
1'1 
for a constant c independent of h. Moreover, there exists a constant c independent 
of h such that 
(l.u) ch"-1 s |«M*')I« 
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Let us prove (1.11). Suppose the contrary. Then for every em > 0 there exist x'm e S 
and hm > 0 such that |J 5(x4)| < smh
n
m~\ As 
Jк(x', 0) = X ЈУ-
П>(*', 0) ЦЯ (x', 0) and 
i=1 OX„ дx„ 
й C\K 
by (1.1), we have \jK(x
r, 0)| < nc1emhn\, which contradicts (1.2). 
Every element S is associated with the finite dimensional space Ps (dim Ps = Ns) 
of functions 
(1.12) Ps = {Ps | Ps = Ps(Fs~"\ V/3S E Ps} . 
The only assumption we need in deriving the surface element S from the element K 
is the assumption that the set Is is Ps-unisolvent or, which is the same, that the 
geometrical shape of the element S is completely determined by the set Is. 
The S-interpolate 7isu of a given function u : S -> R is the unique function which 
satisfies 
(1.13) 7isu e Ps , 7is u(a/?s) = u(aifS) VahS e Is . 
From (1.9), (1.11) it follows that we can and will suppose 
(1.14) ch"-1 = | J ? , B ) ( * ' , 0 ) | . 
We denote x = (xl9 ..., xn_1? x„) = (x\ xn), Fs = (FS1, ..., FSn_u FSn) = (Fs, Fs„). 
Then J(^'n) is the Jacobian of the mapping Fs. From (1.7) we get 
(1.15) sup max |D a ' Fs(x')\ = cth\ i = V ..., k + 1 . 
jc'eS | a ' | = i 
We define S' = Fs(S), Js(x) = «I/c'"
)( '̂? 0). S' is obviously the projection of S into 
the hyperplane x„ = 0. From (1.1) and (1.14) we obtain that there exists a constant c 
independent of h such that 
(1.16) c'lhn'1 = |Js(*') | S eh""
1 , f 6 8 . 
We denote a\ s = Fs(a,' s ) , Is = [) {#;,s}- We associate the element S' with the finite 
dimensional space Ps(dim Ps = Ns) of functions 
(1.17) P's = {p's \S'-+R, p's = P^F'f
1), V/5S e P s } . 
From the definition of S', Ps, T s we deduce that S' is the k-regular simplicial iso­
parametric finite element (in n — 1 dimensions). The S'-interpolate n'su of a given 
function u : S' -> R is the unique function which satisfies 
(1.18) 7Tsu G Ps , 71>(«;,s) = W « s )
 V < S e ^S • 
From Lemma 1.1 we immediately obtain 
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Lemma 1.2 (the interpolation theorem). Let a k-regular family {S}h of surface 
simplicial elements such that Pn-i(k) cz Ps he given. Then there exists a constant c 
independent of h such that for any integers i, s with 0 g i rg s 5* k + 1, /'Or Ony 
5 £ (S}/} and for any function u e W
S,P(S') with p = 1, ps > /? - 1, we have 
0- 1 9 ) Iw - n's»\i.P,s' = ^
S ~ 1 I W I L P , S ' - D 
We introduce the function 
(1.20) >J/S(x') = FSn(F's- \x')), x'eS' . 
Differentiating (1.20) we get 
cЪC: 
= Í ( # ' Л * ' ) f ^ ( * 0 ) / - ' K * % i = U...,n - 1, 
where J^''7* is the cofactor of J^ (for n = 2 we take Js
l,u = 1). Repeating the dif­
ferentiation and using (1.15), (1A6) we get 
(1.21) sup max \Da' ij/s(x')\ <i c , / = 1, ..., k + 1 , 
x 'eS ' | a ' | = t 
where the constant c does not depend on h. From the definition of the function i//s 
it follows that S = t//s(S'). 
For any function u defined on S we denote 
(1.22) *su(x>) = u(x'> ^s(*'j) - * ' e S' . 
From the definitions (1.13) and (1.18) of interpolants nsu and nsu and the definition 
(1.20) of the function i//s we easily obtain for any function u dQ'finQd on S 
( l - 2 3 ) *s(nsu) = % U M ) « 
In addition, for ti >̂ 3 we introduce the k-regular family {H}h of simplicial iso­
parametric edges H induced by the family {S}h. We denote by H one of the n surface 
(n — 2)-simplexes of the simplex S and by PH, Efh FH the restrictions of P5, Is, Fs 
to H. We suppose that the set tH is P/runisolvent. Then the simplicial edge H is 
the image of the set H through the mapping FH. The projection H' of the edge H 
into the hyperplane xn = 0 is obviously the k-regular surface simplicial element 
(in n — 1 dimensions). If we define for x' e H the function 
(1.24) W) = S . 
dH(.x ) 
where dH'(x') and dH(x ') are elements of the edge H' and H, respectively, then 
(1.25) c~lhn~2 ^ \J'H(X')\ = chn~2 , x'eH' , 
with a constant c independent of h (compare With (l.10), ( l . l l )) . 
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In the sequel, we mean by Q a bounded domain in R" with a sufficiently smooth 
boundary F. Following the usual definition of a smooth boundary,'see e.g. [3], 
pp. 269 — 270, we can suppose that there exist R coordinate systems {xr} = {{xrl9 . . . 
. . . , xrn)} such that every point of the boundary F can be described at least in one of 
this coordinate systems by an equation 
(1.26a) xrn = (p
r(x'r), x'reAr. 
Here x"' = (x\, ..., xr._ t), A
r is an (n — l)-dimensional closed cube and ipr is 
a smooth function on A1". Following the way similar to that of Ciarlet and Raviart [2] 
we define a k-regular triangulation TH of Q. Let Qh be the union of a finite number 
of simplicial elements K e {K}h. We denote by Fh the boundary of Qh. We say that 
a triangulation Th of Q is k-regular if: 
(a) The points ai>K of all elements K e Qh belong to Q9 i.e. ZK e Q VK e Qh. 
(b) The geometric shape of any surface element S of any element K e Qhh completely 
determined by those points aiK which belong to S; this means that the surface 
elements S of all elements K e Qh belong to a k-regular family {S)h of surface 
simplicial isoparametric finite elements. 
(c) The points at s of all elements S e Fh belong to F, i.e. Is e F VS e Fh. 
(d) For n ^ 3 the geometric shape of any edge H of any surface element S € F;i is 
completely determined by those points als which belong to H; this means that 
the edges H of all surface elements S e Th belong to a k-regular family {H}h of 
simplicial isoparametric edges. 
[x | x = (x'r, ęr(x,r)), x' r є A ; 
í 
l 
Let us denote Fr 
xeS c fh such that Z s n F
r =1= {0}}, see Fig. 1.1. 
, П - íx x (x'r, xr), x'r є zГ, 
Г^: ^ = yҢк'*) Г^: x^ = y vCx , А /)' 
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We can suppose that every element S E Th belongs to any set r
r
h. If S n r
r
h =j= {0} we 
denote by S" the projection of the element S into the hyperplane xn = 0. Further 
we denote Fs = {x | x e r
r, x" e S"*}, see Fig. 1.2. Due to the smoothness of the 
S; Л^-yЧx"") 
pЯ/. j(Л/ - фX.-(ҳ/*/) 
Fig. 1.2. 
boundary F' and to the assumption (c) in the definition of a k-regular triangulatson 
there exists a function i// defined on Ar such that Fh can be described for all h suf­
ficiently small by the equation 
(V26b) < = Фr(x") , x" є A', 
see Fig. 1.1. Moreover, \l>r(x") = il/s(x") lor x'
r e A1*, where i/̂ s was defined by (1.20). 
For a function u defined on Tr and F^ we denote 
and 
(pru(x") = u(x'
r, Фг(x'r)) , x' r є Ar 
фru(x") = ф '
r , »/ф"')), x " є A', 
respectively. If it does not lead to an ambiguity we will drop the index r. 
A given k-regular triangulation xh is associated with the finite dimensional space Vh 
of functions defined by 
(1.27) 
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Vh = {* | v є H\QҺ), vк є Pк, УK є Qh} , 
where vK is the restriction of the function v to the set K. From the definition of the 
k-regular triangulation it follows that the functions from the space Vh are Lipschitz 
continuous in Qh, i.e. v e Vh => v e C
0,1(Qh). 
Next, with any function v defined on Q we may associate its unique interpolate nQv 
which satisfies 
nQv = nKv VK e Qh . 
Similarly, with any function v defined on F we may associate its unique interpolate 
nrv which satisfies 
nrv — 7rsv VS e rh . 
Let Ws,p(f) denote the Sobolev space of functions defined on the boundary F 
with the norm 
H U r = (E|W|P,P^)
1/P for / x c o , 
r = 1 
H k « > , r - m a x IML°o,zr> 
r = l , . . . , R 
see Kufner [3], p. 327. As usual we denote HS(F) = WS'2(F), | * | j s , r = ||-||s,2,r. 
As Qhe%>
0,1 (for the definition of domains of this type see e.g. Kufner [3], pp. 
269-270), we can define spaces H\rh), / - 0, 1. 
For functions v e Hl(S) and w e H\rh), i = 0, 1, we introduce the norms ||v||IfS = 
= 1^11/,s' and \w\i,rh = ( Z l|*HI?.s')
1/2> respectively. We denote 
Serh 
(v, w)0fS = vwdS , (v, w)0frh = vw drh . 
Js Jrh 
Let Q be a sufficiently smooth bounded domain containing Q and Qh for all suf-
ficiently small h. 
In our paper we will suppose that PK = Pn(k) so that Ps = P^.^k) and PH = 
= Pn-2(k)- This restriction is not essential. It enables us to give simpler proofs. 
Let v(x) be any function defined on the element K. Then the function v(FK(%)) is 
defined on K. We will denote it v(x). In an analogous way we denote v(x') = v(Fs(x')) 
for a function v defined on S and v(x') = v(Fs(x
f)) for a function v defined on S'. 
In the sequel the constants independent of h will be denoted by c. The notation is 
generic, i.e. c will not denote the same constant at any two places. 
Now we introduce some lemmas. 
Lemma 1.3. Let a k-regular triangulation xh of the set Q be given. Let S be any 
surface element belonging to Fh. Then for any integers i, s with 0 _ i _ s _ k + l 
and for any real p _ 1 such that ps > n — 1 we have 
0-28) k-Mi^s^ch'-^cpl^s,. 
The proof follows from Lemma 1.2 as \j/ = ns(p. • 
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We denote by v = (v1? ..., v j and vh — (vhl, ..., vhn) the unit vectors of the outward 
normals to the boundary F and Fh, respectively. Then (see Fig. 1.2) 
-v, = - ^ (1 + \grod (pYy ^ , ,vw = - | ! - (1 + |gr<ri ^ j "
1 ' 2 , 
(1.29) j = l , . . . , n - 1, 
„v„ = (1 + \grad cp\>)-^ , ,vhn = (1 + \grad ^ ) ' ^ . -.!..., 
From this definition and Lemma L3 we easily obtain 
Lemma 1.4. Let a k-regular triangulation xh of the domain Q be given. Let S 
be any surface element belonging to Fh. Then for any integers i, s with 0 :g 
g i g 5 ^ k 4- 1 and for any real p ^ 1 such that ps > n — 1 we have 
(L 30) l^v,. - fVhj\\0tPtS, S ch
k\\<p\\k+itPtS. , j = 1, . . . , n . • 
Lemma 1.5. (t/ze trace theorem). Let Qec£1,1. Then for any function veH1(Qh) 
and for all h sufficiently small we have 
(L3i) \\v\\o,rh S c\\v\\ltQh. ( 
The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 1.2, p. 15 in [4]. • 
Lemma 1.6. Let a k-regular triangulation xh of the domain Q be given. Then 
for any function v e Hl(K) and w e H'(S') and for any integer i = 0, ..., k + 1 
the following estimates are true: 
(132) \v\itR Sch-*
n+i\v\\itK, 
(133) \v\itK £c**"-f> | | l f J t , 
(134) \w\itS gc*-«-"
1) + l | |w||I i5,, 
(1.35) \w\itS, £ ch^
l)-l\w\itS. 
Moreover, for i = 1 we can use semi-norms on the right hand sides of these ine-
gualities. 
Proof. Inequalities (1.32) and (1.34) follow from Lemma 1 in [2], p. 427. In-
equalities (1.33) and (I..35) can be proved using the method of Ciarlet, see Theorems 
4.3.2 and 4.3.3 in [1], pp. 232-241. • 
Lemma 1.7. (Friedrichs' inequality). For any function v e hll(Qh) there exists 
a constant c (independent of /z, v) such that 
(136) N k n h ^ c(\v\i,nh + H k r J -
The proof can be carried out similarly as in [7], pp. 201—204. • 
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2. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE ELLIPTIC PROBLEM 
Let Q be a bounded domain in Rn with a sufficiently smooth boundary F. We study 
the elliptic problem 
(2.1) -lu = / ( x ) , XEQ, 
du f . / >. • 
— + a(x) u = g(x) , x e F, 
dv 
where/(x), a(x), q(x) are sufficiently smooth functions and 
(2-2) i= t ~(au(x)l 
i,j= 1 OXj \ Ox 
d<*\ d V ( x d I2-3) ~- = L aiAx)-r~vj' 
dv ij=i ox i 
We suppose that the functions au(x) are sufficiently smooth and 
(2.4) au(x) = an(x) . 
Concerning the differential operator I we suppose that it is strongly elliptic, i.e. there 
exists a constant O > 0 such that 
(2-5j £ % (x) &£, 2; c t g VXEQ, ({. , . . . , £J e R". 
i j = l i - 1 
Concerning the function a(x) we assume that there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
(2.6) a(x) ^ c > 0 V x e F . 
The variational formulation of the elliptic problem is: 
Find a fund ion u e Hl(Q) such that 
^ (2.7; b(u, v) = d(v) Vv e H!(0), 
where b(u, vj = a(u, v) + (au, v)0 r , 
(2.8, -(M=£(-^:r 
ij=i\ dXi dXj/0fa 
d(v) = (f, v)0yQ + (q, v)0tF. 
It is well known that the problem (2.7) has a unique solution, which is sufficiently 
smooth if all the data of the problem arc sufficiently smooth. 
We extend the functions au(x),f(x) to the larger domain Q so that the conditions 
(2.4) and (2.5) are again satisfied. In this way we obtain functions Au(x), F(x). We 
denote 
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(2-9) L- i 4-U<A*)j-
i,j= I OXj \ OXi 
(210) / = iA&j-fytj. 
dvh ij=i dxi 
Now we formulate the following discrete problem: 
Find a function uh(x) e Vh such that 
(2.11) bh(uh9v) = dh(v) VvGV , , 
where bh(uh, v) = ah(uh, v) + (nrauh, v)0>rh , 
(2-12) ah(uh9v)= t Uup9.p) , 
ij=i\ dxt dxjJ0tQh 
dh(v) = (/, v)0,«h + (nrq, V)0Jh . 
From the following lemma we deduce that there exists a unique solution of the 
problem (2.11): 
Lemma 2.1. The biiinear form bh(v, w) is uniformly Vh-.e\\iptic, i.e. there exists 
a constant c (c > 0 and independent of h) such that 
(2-13) bh(v,v)>c\\vfUQh VveVh. 
Proof. If we prove that there exists a constant c > 0, independent of h and such 
that 
(2A4) nr a(x) ^ c > 0 Vxerh, 
(2.13) follows immediately from (2.12), (2.5), (2.14) and (1.36). For an element S e Th 
we get from (1.23) and (1.19) 
<pa\s' = *nsa + ^als, - +nsa = ^nsa + ^a^ - n^a) = 
= ^ s ^ + <pa\s' ~ n's(<pa) ^ . / t 7 ^ + \<pa ~ %(</*)|o,oo,S' ^ 
^ ^nsa + chll^U 1,00,5', 
so that 
+nsa ^ ^a|s, - cft||a|| l f00fr. 
Using (2.6) we obtain (2A4) for all h sufficiently small. • 
R e m a r k 2.1. The condition (2.6) for a function a(x) can be weakened as follows: 
(2.6a) a(x) ^ 0 Vx G F, 
a(x) ^ c > 0 Vx e F* c F , meas F* # 0 . 
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To prove the uniform V/rellipticity of the bilinear form bh we need the following 
discrete form of Friedrichs' inequality: 
(2-15) IMIiA Š 4 І 1 Ä + IM o,гh* 
where F* = {x | x e S where Is a F*} and c does not depend on h and v. 
The proof of the inequality (2.15) for n — 2 follows from Zenisek's paper [13], 
see Theorem 1 and remarks to it; for n ^ 3 it will appear elsewhere. • 
Since it is practically impossible to evaluate exactly integrals (•, ')0,flh
 a n c * (', ')o,rhi 
it is necessary to take into account the approximate integration for their computation. 
Following Ciarlet and Raviart [2], we could introduce the numerical isoparametric 
integration on both "volume" and surface elements K and S and analyse the obtained 
fully discrete problem similarly as Nedoma [6]. As it would be rather a technical 
matter we omit the analysis of the numerical integration in this paper and in Remark 
3.2 we introduce only the final results. 
3. ERROR ESTIMATES 
Let us suppose that the solution u(x) of the problem (2.1) belongs to HS(Q) for an 
integer 5 _• 2. By the Calderon theorem there exists an extension U of the function u 
onto Q such that 
(3-1) | | U | | s , f i g c | | « | | s , 0 . 
It is quite natural to take 
(3.2) F = - L U . 
Evidently F is an extension of the function f Substituting (3.2) into (2.11) we get 
(3.3) bh(uh9 v) = -(LU, v)0>Qh + (nrq, v)0Jh Vv e Vh 
and from the Green theorem we obtain 
(3.4) bh(U - uh,v) = (— + nraU - nrq, v) Vve Vh . 
\dvh /o,r„ 
The equation (3.4) is the starting point for the estimate of the discretisation error 
u — uh. Before coming to this estimate we give some lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let U e WUco(H). Then 
(3.5) 1,1/ - ^U||o,p,*' ^ ch
k+1\\U\\UoD^ (meas S')^ . 
Proof. Using the Cauchy inequality we obtain for p < oo 
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i TJ — TJ\\P 
\\<pu ilfU\\0,p,S' 
[£/(*', ф')) - U(x\ ф(x'))]p dx' = 
дx, 
U{x'Л{x')) _<p(x') - il/(x')]pdx' __\<P~ ̂ |0,oo,s' ||U||i,oo,ftineas S' . 
Hence and from (1.28) we get (3.5) for p < oo. (3.5) for p = oo is obtained similarly. 
• 
Lemma 3.2. Let Th be a k-regular triangulation of the domain Q with 2(k + 1) > 
> n. Let U e Hk+3(Q) and dUJdv + aU = q on F. Then there exists a constant c 
(independent of h and U) such that 
(3.6) 
8U 
h nraU — nrq 
dvh 
< rhk\\TJII 
= c n \\u \\k+3,ň ' 
o,гh 








+ TI raU — TI rq 
'dU 












+ W ^ T ^ ] ~ *[fltf]|Jo,s' + \UnrQ ~ Mo,s')* 
0,5' / 











' V л дU' 
L Auvhj~-
t,7 = i дXi 
I an\ 
<pLí . j= i 
ÔX; 




lkv/u " *PVJ||0,S' 
0,oo,5' 
Hence, from (3.5), the Sobolev lemma and (1.30) we get 
(ЗІ 
'__' 
L 5 v * J 
'ðU' 
ðv 
__ chfc(meas S')1/2 ||U| /c+3,Q ' 
0,S' 
From the Sobolev lemma, (1.23), (1.19) and (3.5) we see that 
(3.9) hbraU] - (p[aU]\\0,s, __ \+nsA+V - ^ U | | 0 , s < + 
+ \\<pA4,U ~ <pA<pU\o,s' = ||^||o,oo,n hs(<pA) - <PA\\O,S' + 
+ ||<p^||o,S' \\<pU — ,/,U||0,oo,S' = Cn ||<pa||/c+l,S' ||t/||k+2,ft • 
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From (1.23) and (1.19) we conclude 
II^Tq - Mo,s> = !*_(*_) - Mo,s> = chk+i\\vq\\k+liS, • 
Substituting from (3.8), (3.9) and from the last inequality into (3.7), summing over 
all elements S e Fh and using the trace theorem we obtain 
d u 
h nraU — nrq 
dvh 
_ chk(\\U\\k+3A + \\q\\k+ur) _ ch
k\\U\\k+3X D 
o,rh 
Let us denote in the usual way 
(3.10) P - i л - S U P 
|K f)o, _J 
__H*(Th) \\V\\l,rh 
Lemma3.3. Let xh he a k-regular triangulation of the domain Q with 2(k + 1) > 
>n. Let U e Hk+3(Q) and dUJdv + aU = q on T. Then there exists a constant c 
(independent of h and U) such that 
(3.11) 
ÕU_ 
+ nraU — nrq < rh
k+1\\jj\\ 
= cn | |^||fc+3,_ - i ,Th 
Proof. We cover the boundary F by the set {/"}f_i of mutually disjoint pieces 
yr cz Tr with sufficiently smooth boundaries dyr. We denote by br the projection of yr 
into the hyperplane xn = 0, i.e. 6
r = {x'r\ (x'r, cpr(x'r)) e yr}. Further, we denote 
Srh = {x'
r| x'r e S'r where S e Trh and S'
r n Sr * {0}} , fh = {x
r\ x'r e _£}; . \ 
R 






h nraU — 7rrg, v 
5 v _ /o,Th 
R 
- I 
r = l 
__z 
, V3vA 





г = l 
+ ҠтaU — 7üгg 
'дU' 
ßvh. 
' д u 







W ( 1 + \gradV\2)*x" + 
+ ^ Z i l W ^ U ] - AaUl\\o,shr + ||,/^Tg ~ ^llo-cv} H^lloA'-
r = l 
Similarly as in Lemma 3.2 we obtain the estimates 
(3.13) ||^[7rraU] - ^ [ a U ] | | 0 , ^ = ch
k+%ra\\k+udhr\\U\\k+3^ > 
II rr n — n\\ < rhk+1 II TJII 
W^rTtpq <prq\\0tfihr = en \\v \\k+3 ,& ' 
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If we prove the inequality 
(3-14) í íľf l- ГflUVíl + l^^dx" 
J v U i ð v ü -Д.ĆЧJ 
31/ 
3v_ 
g chk+11C/||k+3.n M l w . 
then (3.11) will follow from (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) and (3.10). 
In the proof of the inequality (3.14) we drop the index r. Then using (2.3) and 
(2.10) we get for S' e dh 
f t i t U / | H U < - ,';)} »» V(l + If ™<<</f) <**' • 
+ 
+ 
From (3.5) and (1.21) we obtain 
(3.16) 
1, ..., п . 
| ; 11 { p u f ] - [^« ~ ] | #vw ,« V(l + .I™* *|
2) dx' 
^ c h t + 1 | |U | | t + 3 > s (measS ' )
1 / 2 | | , t ; | | 0 > s . . 
Let us denote 
(3.17) *,(*') = Z U > f ! ( * ' ) . - ' ^ . . 7 
Then (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17) imply 
ILl[a-I"l^(l+"-' !'-
<c/1'
 + 1 | | U | | t + 3 > n E ( m e a s S ' )






(*%• - <PVJ) ZJ *v Ví1 + \grad </i2)á%f 
Since due to (1.21) and (1.31) (we choose v = 1) we have 
(3.19) meas Sh S c meas yh — c meas rh S c meas Qh = c meas .Q ^ c , 
we obtain using the Cauchy inequality 
(3.20) 
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£ (meas S')1/2 | |^ | |0 > s . .gc|^||0A. 
S'edh 
Then (3.18) and (3.20) implies that to prove (3A4) it suffices to prove the inequality 
(3.21) (+Vhj - <pVj) ZJ *v 7C1 + \srad <A|2)áx' 
j = 1, . . . , n 
<chk + i U k+3,Q UV\\l,dh 
In proving (3.21) we restrict overselves to the case j < n (for j = n, (3.21) can be 
proved similarly). 
Let us denote 
(3.22) <P(x') = (1 + \grad <p(x')\2)1/2, 9(x') = (1 + \grad i//(x')2)l/2 . 
Then from (1.29) we obtain after simple calculations 
(3.23) l V „ _ . V | _ _ _ _ y - i . (
 d<P 
\j/vhj ' (pvj 
ÕXj дx, 
ф-
±(Ф-ę)y-- + | _ Ф-ІÎP-ҶФ + y)-^
1 A (,// -9)±(ф + 9). 
ćXj õXj І=I čXi дxi 
Hence 
(3-24) j (*vhj - vvj) zj tv V(l + \grad ý\
2) dx' = 
•u _ __. (l> _ 9) + í_ *--(* + y ) - ^ ± (^ _ -) A ty + -GXj GXy í = l OXi OXi 
Let us first consider the case n = 2. For the end points a's < bs of the interval S' 
we have <p(%) = *A(a_), <p(bs) = *A(fr_)- Applying the integration by parts to the right 
hand side of the equation (3.24) we obtain (we drop the index j and write ' instead 
of djdx and x instead of x') 
j (*vh ~ ,v) z ^v 7 (1 + r
2) dx = 
= ["OA -<P) + <P'fy ~ <p)fy + <?)' ^ _ 1 ( ^ + ^ ) _ 1 ] ^ ^ " + 
as' 
+ f (> - <p) (z ,p-)' dx - f (.> - <p) [<p'(<p + xp)' $~l(0 +V)-lz , » ] ' dx = 
= f (<A - <?) (z tv)' d x - t (ip -<p) [<p'(<p + ip)' $-\* +Y)-
1z , F ] ' dx . 
J S' J S' 
Since by (1.28) and (3.22) 
\\<P'(<P + W <f>-\<l> + ^ ) ~ 1 | | l , o o , 5 ' = 4(p\\2,ao,S> = C, 
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we get using the Cauchy inequality, (1.28) and (3.17) 
(ФVҺ - <pv)z ФV V í 1 + ý'2)áx = c(measS')
1/2 \\<P ~ Ho,oo,s' ||*|k°o,s' \Uvh,s> ^ 
g c h f c + 1 | | U | | f c + 3 ^ ( m e a s S 7 /
2 | | ^ | | 1 ) S , . 
Summing over all elements S e Sh and applying the Cauchy inequality and (3.19) 
we see that we have proved (3.21) for n — 2. 
To prove the inequality (3.21) for n > 2 we apply the Green theorem to the right 
hand side of the inequality (3.24). Then we get 
(*vhj - <PVJ) ZJ *v V í 1 + \zrad 4 2 ) d x ' = 
= ľ \-(ф-ę)^ + ~ф-\Ф + ^ГlПÏUФ-<p)~( 
ÕX: ÕX; 
ZjfVd(8S') + 
+ (<A - <P) — (ZJ * v ) d x ' -
Js- 8xj 
(* ~ 9)I.J-\J£*-\* + *)-lj-{9 + +)*jA**> 
y i=l OXi LOxy OXi 
where v's = (v^l5 ..., v^^ is the unit vector of the outward normal to the boundary 
OS'. Similarly as in the proof of the inequality (3.21) for n = 2 we obtain 
I . 0 - 9) — (zjvv)dx
f -
\S'edh J S' OX j 
-' (+- 9)1 j - \Y- *_1(* + *rli3-(+ + 9) ZJ A dx\ = 
Js- i = 1 oXilpXj OXi J | 
S Ch* + 1||Uflft+3,fl||^||l,*h-
Therefore, to get (3.21) for n > 2 it suffices to prove the inequality 
(3.25)] Z ľ Уsd(дS') 
;'ЄÔҺ J дS' 
\\k+3,U \\фV\\í,õh: 
where ys is the function defined on dS' by the equation 
(3.26) 
ys = [-(* - VHJ + & *~\* + *sr%M+ -9)(^ + 0)] w 
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and where d\j/sldxt denotes the trace of the function dij/JdXj on dS' and ¥s 
B - l 
= (- + _ (fysfixj)2)1'2. Obviously 
(3-27) £ f ysd(dS') = _[ £ f y , d _ . 
S'edh J dS' S'edh H'edS' ) H , 
We divide the sum Y J] into the sum Yf = __] over the boundary edges and the 
S'edh H'edS' H' H'eddh 
sum Y! = __ _L "" I . 5 o v e r t n e remaining inside edges. Then we have 
S'єðh H'єõS' 
(3.28)] _ _ ľ 
>'єcîh H'єĆS' J я , 
ysdH' г ,v s d_' + 
Я' J н ' 
y s d / i ' 
Let us denote | | i? | | 0 > i r = (JH, v
2 dH ' ) 1 / 2 , | | ^ | | o ^ h = (J M h v
2 d(O\5„))1/2, | |i?| |0 f W = 
= (J5(5 v
2 d(O\S))1/2 and estimate the terms on the right hand side of the inequality 
(3.28). 
1. The error estimate of the term | £ J \H, ys dH'|. The integral JH, ys dH' over the 
H' 
inside edge H' appears in the sum J_T o n c e a s a contribution from the element S'+ 
H' 
and for the second time as a contribution from the element S'_ where H' = S'+ n S'_. 
Therefore 
(3.29) XJ y s d_ ' = i ; 
H' 
(yS+ + ys.) dЯ' , 
where ]T# denotes the sum over all inside edges H' e { U 35' — ddh}. Since v +̂l- = 
H' S'edh 
— ~v's-i a n d since the functions cp, i/>, Zj and ^v are continuous on Sh, it follows 
from (3.26) that 
o n - 1 
(•A - Ç>)— Zj-^Ф" 1 X v s + íco,dЯ', 
õxj ;=i 
(3.30) £J f (ys+ + ys J dH' = Ei f 
»' JH' " ' JH 
where 
(3.31) «..-(-£- + f ) (* + ^ J" 1 - ( ^ + ? ) (* + ^ J" 1 
\ dxt dxj \ CXi dxj 
The term cot can be rewritten in the form 
COІ = 
ŐX; 
X"JY___ - __iV£__ 
1 = 1 \ ČLXy Cl"Xy / \ ČXy 
^ ) (# + *,_)-- +(^ + J-)* 
Oxř- / \ Ox,- Ox,/ 
+ -r--) (* + -V)""1 (* + 'lV)"1 (**• + 'lV)"1 
ðXj-
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Using (1.28) we obtain 
|#_ + #S_ 
дxj ôxj 
#s + ___ _£V __ _ _ - -
ðX/ í_ xy 
_ |^ - ^|i,oo,s+' + |.> - <P|I,OO,S_ _ ch
k . 
Hence and from (1.28) we get 
(3-32) ||&>i||o,oo,H' -i chk, i = 1, .. . , n - 1 , 
Then from (3.30), (V28), (3.17), (3.32) and from the Cauchy inequality we have 
(3-33) \__{ [ (ys+ + ys_) áH 
I"' JÍ/' 
__ cfc"+1flt/| ik+2>fl5;i(measJff')
1 '2 l,v\\o,w 
From (1.25), the trace theorem and (1.34) we conclude 




If we take ^v = 1 then obviously 
(3.35) meas H' _ ch~l meas S'+ . 
Substituting from (3.34) and (3.35) into (3.33) and using the Cauchy inequality, 
(3A9) and (3.29) we get the needed estimate: 
(3.36) _ г 
"' J 
ys<lH' < ch
2k U fc + 2,Q lU^lll.-h * 
2. The error estimate of the term | ~ ] B JH, ys dH'j. 
H' 
From (3.26), (1.28), (3.17) and the Cauchy inequality we easily obtain 
ysdH'\ _ ch
fc + 1||U||/( + 2 j__(measH ')
1 / 
llo.н' > 
so that, using Cauchy's inequality, we have 
(3.37) Г Í 
"' J 
ysdH' _ ch*
+1 |U | |k + 2,n(measa<5A)
1/2 | |^ | |0 ,aih-
If we prove that there exists a constant c independent of h such that 
(3-38) \\w\\0>ddh _ c\\w\\udh V w E H
1 ^ , ) , 
then from (3.37), (3.38) and (3.19) we have 
£ * ysdH' ^c / i
f c + 1||U|| fc + 2 , n | | ^ | | i ^ 
"' JH' 
and (3.25) follows from (3.28) and (3.36). So let us prove (3.38). 
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Vet the edge H' c d8h, see Fig. 3.1. Then there exists an element S' e 8h such that 
H' oz dS'. Due to the smoothness of the boundary 33 we can choose the coordinate 
system (x 1 ? . . . , xB_2, xn„x) = (x", x„„ 1) in such a way that the part 85* of the 
Fig. 3.1. 
boundary dd containing dd n S' is described in this coordinate system by an equation 
xn^1 = #(x") for x" e A*. We can and will suppose that if x' = (x", x,^-^ e 3 and 
x" e A* then xn_1 = #(x"), see Fig. 3.1. We construct the set {S-j\=1 of elements S-
with the following properties: 
1) S[ = S'; 
2) S'iG5h, i = 1, . . , / ; 
3) S'jeS; 
N 4) S'i and S'i+1 have a common "face" H[ = S- n SJ+1, i = V . . . , / - 1; 
5) ns; + {0}. 
1 = 1 
Let us denote by H'T one of the "faces" of the element S7 which can be described by 
the equation xn_1 = rj(x") for x" e Hj such that 
sup 
x"єHj" ÔX; 
П(x") ^ c , i = l и - 2 , 
where Hj is the projection of the element H| into the hyperplane xn_1 = 0. The 
existence of such a face Hj follows from the regularity assumptions (1.15), (1.16) 
of the element S7. 
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Further, we denote 
S'B = {(x", x__.) | x" e H], r,{x") £ x„_. _. <9(x")} , 
3.J, = {(*•,„___) | x ' e f l ; x„_ t = 9(x")} , 
see Fig. 3.1. Then it is possible to prove the inequalities 
(3-39) IHkffi-i ' = c(\\w\\o,Ht' + H-.-v)> * = 1 ' - - / ) 
(3 '40) llWlkH_' S c(\\w\\otd3H' + \w\l,6H>) > 
where H0 = if. The proof will be given later. 
I 
If we denote by S'H the set S'H u U S'i- then (3.39) and (3.40) yields 
i = l 
|W|O,H' -- cflkllo.afe' + | w k ^ ' ) ' 
where we have used the fact that I does not depend on h (it follows from the regularity 
property (1.16) of the elements S'). Summing over all elements H' e 85h we get 
IH|0,Mh .-TcflHIo^ + k | l s 5 h ) , 
where we have used the regularity of the elements S' again. Hence and from the trace 
theorem the inequality (3.38) follows. 
The proof of the inequality (3.39). 
Let flb Hi-! be the images of H-, H-_! in the mapping F^, It can be easily proved 
that 
\m,Ht^ _s c(\\mHi + \m§)-
Hence, from (1.25) and (1.34) we get 
How, ' -. ch^wm^^ = ch-\\m*t + |w|?,s) = 
-MIHloW + h\w\lSi,), 
which proves (3.39). 
The proof of the inequality (3.40). 
For every point x" e Hj we have 
w(x", t](x")) = w(x", 9(x")) + f — — w(x", T) dr . 
J Hx") VXn-l 
Squaring, using Cauchy's inequality and integrating over the set H"j we obtain 
f w2(x", rj(x"))dx" = c([ w
2(x'\ $(x")) dx" + 
J Hi" \ J Hi" 
I* I P \jr- <x"> T!TdTldx') - 4 M W + MU-) • 
JfiY'I.U*'')_A.-l J I / 
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+ 
Since by our assumption \grad rj(x")\ ^ c Vx" e H'{, (3.40) follows from the last 
two inequalities. 
Then (3.38) is true and the lemma is proved. • 
R e m a r k 3.1. Let us consider the general Newton type boundary condition 
g(u(x)) = q(x) , x e F , 
where 
9{v) = ~ + I «.(*) ->"«> 
OV | a | ^ l 
with functions aa and q sufficiently smooth on F. Let us denote 
9h(v) = — + E ^ a - ^ > 4*0) = %g • 
dvh \*\zi 
Then arguing similarly as in Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 we can prove that there exists a con-
stant c (independent of h and w) such that the inequality 
M*) - l4-i,r„ = chk+i\\w\\k+3A, i = 0, 1 
holds for any function w e Hk+3(Q) satisfying the boundary condition g(w) = q 
on F. • 
Lemma 3.4. Let xh be a k-regular triangulation of the domain Q with 2(k + 1) > 
> n. Let YeH2(Q) and dY/dv + aY = 0 on F. Then there exists a constant c 
(independent of h and Y) such that 
(3.41) Һ ҡгaY 
õvh o,гh 
The p r o o f is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2. Therefore we leave it to the 
reader. D 
Lemma 3.5. TO every function Ye Hl(Q) there exists a mollifier Yh e Hl(Q) with 
i ^ / such that 
(3-42) | Y - Y*|s>fl ^ ch
l-°\ Y| lfi , O^s^l, 
\Yh\sA^ch
l-s\Y\lA, l £ s £ i . 
The p roo f follows from Theorem 2 in [9], p. 93 and from the inequality (19) in 
[10], p. 237. 
Now we are able to formulate and to prove the main result of this paper, namely 
the estimate of the discretization error u — uh in the H
1 and L2 norms. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let u be the solution of the elliptic problem (2.1) with sufficiently 
smooth functions f atj, a, q satisfying the conditions (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6). Let Th 
be a k-regular (2(k + 1) > n) triangulation of the domain Q with sufficiently 
smooth boundary F. Then the discrete problem (2.11) has a unique solution uh 




 c n \\u\\k + 3,Q •> 
| |« ~ Wй | |o,ßnßh ^
 c h Һ 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the solution uh follows from the fact 
that uh is the solution of the linear system of equations with a positive definite matrix. 
Let U be the extension of the function u introduced at the beginning of this section., 
see (3.1). Let v e Vh. Then 
* I U , f l ь = \\U (3.45) || U - u 
From (1.36) and (2.5), (2.6) we have 
| i , f l h + \\v *A| | l , ßh 
(3.46) lh\\\,Qh = <b *h\\l,Qh + \\v ~ wJ|o,TJ S cbh(v - uh, v - uh). 
Using (3.4), the continuity assumption, Cauchy's inequality and (1.31) we get 
b^v - uh, v - uh) = bh(U - uh, v - uh) + b^v - U, v - uh) ^ 
LІV*. 
+ лгaU — лгq, v — uh 
0,TҺ 
+ v u \ l ,flh *Л l,Ah + 
+ ь - u\\o, Th v - u Л||0,Th 
< c 
дU 
+ лгaU — лгq + v \l,Qh 
0,Th 
*AЦl,flh 




+ лгaU — лгq + inf ||U - v\\UQh 
o,Th veV» 
Choosing v = nQU and using (1.6), (3.6) we immediately get 
(3.47) \ u - w*||i,.Qh S chk\\U\\k+3}ň. 
Hence and from (3.1) we get (3.43). 
We prove now the inequality (3.44) by means of the technique similar to that used 
by Ciarlet and Raviart [2] and Nedoma [6]. Let us denote 
("U — uh for x e Qh , 
10 for X 6 f i - S h . 
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Let y be a solution of the homogeneous Newton problem 
(3.48) -ly = z in Q , 
dy 
ÔV 
+ ay = 0 on Г . 
If F is smooth enough then y e H2(Q) and 
( 3 - 4 9 ) I M k o = C\\Z\\O,Q = c|z||0,fl = c||z|[0>r?h • 
Using the Calderon theorem we extend the function y from Q onto ;Q. In this way 
we obtain a function Ye H2(Q) such that 
IMkftMMk-?-
Therefore, (3.49) implies 
(3-50) | | y | | 2 i n g c | | z | | 0 ; f l h . 
By simple calculation we get 
(з.5i; | |0,ßh f z(z + LY) dx - j zLYdx . 
Jfíh-fí Jfíh 
Our aim is to bound both terms on the right hand side of the inequality (3.51) by 
cl/ + 1 | |U |[&+3 n | |z | |0 c7h. The Cauchy inequality and (3.50) give 
(3.52) z(z + LY) dx 
J nh-n 
Ž N k c - f l (W|o,í.,.-fi + \\LY\\0fah-o) á 
= c | | z | | 0 , f l h - O ( | | z | | 0 , O | | + l
7 l k o h ) = C | | z | [ 0 f f l - O | l H k f l h 
Let the element Ke Qh have a non empty intersection K* = K n (Qh — Q) with the 
set Qh — Q. For a point x = (x\ xn) e K* we have 
z(x) = z(x', xn) = z( x', ф(x')) + í " 
J Ф(x') дт 
z(x', т) dт 
LO->]Ч 
Squaring and using Cauchy's inequality we obtain 
z2(x) = c Lz
2(x) + \xn - ij,(x')\ 
Integrating over K* and using (1.28) we get 
^z 2 (x ' )dx jdx ' 
Js'\j(p(x') I 
f i c^x,) cxn r ?i i 2 
+ K - ^ ( x ' ) | f z ( x ' 5 t j drdx„ 
Js'|J<p(x') J<H*')L^ T J 




< ch k + íí ISл + l-l. .-)-
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Summing over all elements K* and making use of (1.31) and (3.47) we see that 
||z||o,£>h-ft _ <^
3fc + 1||^||fc+3,Q- Hence and from (3.52) we have 
j z(z + LY) dx < cli1/2<3fc+1)llr/ll -cilrII 




The Green theorem yields 
(3.54) - f zLYdx = ah(z, Y) - (z9 ^ ) _ bh(z9 Y) - (— + nraY9 z) . 
Jflh V dvh/o,rh \dvh J0tTh 
Let Yh be the mollifier satisfying (3.42) with some i _ k + 1. Then 
(3.55) b,(z, Y) = b7l(z, 7 - Y*) + b„(z, Y- x^Y") + bh(z9 nQY
h) . 
From (3.47), (3.42) and (3.50) we get 
(3.56) |b»(z, Y- Yh)\ _ c | | z | 1 A | [Y- Y*| | 1 A _ ^
+ 1 | | U | | , + 3 ^ | |7 | | 2 i f l _ 
<- />/,fe+i|frIII ~ II--II 
_ c n \\u ||fc + 3,« | |z | |o,.Qh • 
Similarly (3.47), (1.6), (3.42) and (3.50) yield 
(3.57) \bh(z9 Y
h - nQY
h)\ _ c | [z | |1 A \\Y
h - nQY
h\\1>Qh _ 
_ ch2h\\u\\k+3A n+1,Qh _ ch
k+1\\u\\k+3^ ||y||2>fl _ 
<• /.i |fc+i| |rI | | « | | 7 1 | 
_ cn \\u\\k + 3,n ||z||o,r2h • 
(3.4), (3.11) and (3.10) give 




<• /.!,*:+11| rI | | « ||-T v*ll 
_ Cť? P 1 U+3,fi F f l 1 1 ,Th 
Using (1.23) we obtain for an element S e Th 
(3.59) \UnQY
h\\us, - H ^ y * ! ^ . - | |4G^)| | i ,S ' = K U * ) | | 1 > S , _ 
_ | | < p Y1 1 ,S '+ 1 1 ^ - 4 ( ^ ) 1 1 , 5 ' . 
Let x = [-2(H + 3)]. Then 2{x — 1) > n — 1, % - 1 _ k + 1 and consequently 
from (.1.19) we have 
II y / j — TT'f Yh\\\ < rhx~2\\ Vh\\ 
l ^ 1 ^ S W 1 j||l,S' = C i l Ww1 | U - 1 , 5 ' . 
Hence, from (3.59), the trace theorem, (3.42) and (3.50) we get 
H- yh\\2 _ y II yft||2 < y /| | yh\\2 , J L 2 ( X - 2 ) | | y/i||2 \ <• 
l l 7 1 ^ 1 ||l,Th ~~ -_ Ik71*--1 | | l ,S ' = 6 .LvlUP1 | | l , S ' + n WQX | | *-1,S'J _ 
SeTh SeTh 




r\\ УІI2 ~ < 11| 1 || 2 ? Q _ l|0,ßh ' 
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This inequality together with (3.58) gives 
(3-60) \bh(z, nQY
h)\ < ch*+1||U||*+3,ft ||-||O,«H • 




Һ ҡгa Y, z 
д v h J0,TҺ дvh 
+ nгaY 
o,гh 
< rL(k+l)J2\\y\\ _ || || < L ( 3 f c + l ) / 2 | | r r | | _ || II 
= c n II J | | 2 , n | | z l ! i , í2h = cn \\u\\k+3,a \\z\\o,Qh 
Then from (3.54), (3.55), (3.56), (3.57), (3.60) and (3.61) we get 
(3.62) zLYdx 
Qh 
< ch" U k + з,й \\0,Qh 
and (3.44) follows from (3.51), (3.53), (3.62) and (3.1). • 
R e m a r k 3.2. Let us use the isoparametric numerical integration, see [2], [6], 
for approximate computation of the integrals (•, -)0JC and (•, ' ) 0 , s appearing in the 
forms bh, dh, see (2.12). We obtain new forms Bh, Dh and solve the problem 
(3.63) Bh(U,„v) = Dh(v) VveVh. 
Let the quadrature formula on the reference set K be of degree dK = max (l, 2k — 2) 
and let the quadrature formula on the reference set S be of degree ds = 2k — 1 with 
positive weights and with the Ps-unisolvent set of integration nodes. Then under 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 we have 
(3.64) 
(3.65) 
J h\\l,QnQh | | f c+3,ß > 
\\u - U h\\0,QnQh < clř 
We leave the proof of this assertion to the reader. • 
R e m a r k 3.3. Starting from the results contained in Theorem 3.1 we can analyse 
the parabolic problem 




+ a(x) w = q(x, t) , x є Q , t є (0, T] , 
w(x, 0) = w0(x), x є Q 
and following Nedoma's paper [6] we can obtain the optimal estimate of the dis­
cretisation error in the L2 norm. • 
R e m a r k 3.4. It is possible to discretize the problem (2.1) by means of k-regular 
quadrilateral isoparametric finite elements (see e.g. [ l ] , [2]) and to prove results 
analogous to those given in Theorem 3.1. • 
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S o u h r n 
ŘEŠENÍ ELIPTICKÝCH PROBLÉMŮ DRUHÉHO ŘÁDU 
S NEWTONOVOU OKRAJOVOU PODMÍNKOU 
METODOU KONEČNÝCH PRVKŮ 
LlBOR ČERMÁK 
V práci se analyzuje konvergence přibližného řešení eliptického problému druhého 
řádu s Newtonovou okrajovou podmínkou v n-rozměrné ohraničné oblasti (n ^ 2) 
získaného metodou konečných prvků. Používají se simpliciální izoparametrické 
elementy. Jsou dokázány odhady diskretizační chyby a to jak v H1 tak i v L2 
normě. 
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